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We have proposed a tactile geometry display technique based on active finger movement. The technique uses a perceptual feature
that, during finger movement, the length of a touched object is perceived to increase when the object is moved in the same direction
as the finger movement or to decrease when it is moved in the opposite direction. With this display technique, a wide range of
tactile shapes can be presented with realistic rigid edges and continuous surfaces. In this work, to further develop our technique,
we performed psychophysical experiments to study perceptions of length and roughness under this presentation technique. The
results indicated that the elongation (shrinkage) of the object can be observed regardless of the roughness of the touched object
and that the perceived roughness of the object slightly changes but the changes are much smaller than those theoretically expected.

1. Introduction

1.1. Moving-Plateau Touch Display. When we touch an
object in a space, we actively move our fingers across its
surface. Since the cutaneous signals sequentially presented
to the fingertips are integrated with proprioceptive signals of
the finger and arm, we can perceive the shape and texture
of the object, even if it is larger than the fingertips. The
interplay of the cutaneous and proprioceptive sensations
is essential for developing touch displays, and we have
proposed a novel touch display technique for presenting
tactile geometry based on the perceptual features of the
two sensory processes [1–3]. Touched objects do not usually
move during exploratory finger movements, but if the object
moves during the finger movement, an illusory shape of the
object can be perceived. As shown in Figure 1(a), when the
object moves in the same direction as the finger, the length
of the object is perceived to increase. Conversely, when the
object moves in the opposite direction as in Figure 1(b), its
length is perceived to decrease. This is because the human

tactile system judges the length based on the initial and
final positions of the moving edges, even if the information
about the object’s movement exists on the fingertip. In this
touch display technique, called the Moving-Plateau Touch
Display (MPTD), the extent of the change in the perceived
length can be controlled by manipulating the velocity of the
object during the finger movement. In this paper, we verify
the generality of our display technique from the results of
psychophysical experiments on the perceptions of length and
roughness under the MPTD presentation.

1.2. Related Touch Displays and Characteristics of MPTD.
To clarify the characteristics of the MPTD, here we briefly
introduce previous touch displays for presenting tactile
surfaces and shapes. In a pin array display, pins are
arranged as a matrix on a two-dimensional plane and the
pins independently rise and fall [4–7]. Although a high-
density pin matrix display has been developed [8], pin-
based displays cannot present a smooth continuous surface,
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Figure 1: The principle of MPTD. (a) When the object moves in the same direction as the finger, the length is perceived to increase. (b)
When it moves in the opposite direction, the length is perceived to decrease.

which is essential for achieving natural tactile information
presentation. In probe-based displays, such as Phantom
[9] and Spider [10], the contact point is a pen or sphere
connected to force generator. These displays can present
smooth proprioceptive sensation, but can not present a
cutaneous one. In an encounter-type display [11, 12], the
display stays at the location of a virtual object and waits
for the user to encounter it. With such devices, there is no
need to prepare the whole surface in the environment, but
contact situations are limited or mechanical probes have to
be used to present the object’s surface. As an extension of
the encountered-type displays, a plate [13], rotating drum
[14], or moving centroid [15] has been used to present local
orientation or slips at the location of the contact point with
the fingertip, which can produce both proprioceptive and
cutaneous sensations and significantly enhance perception of
shape and surface.

The MPTD is another variation of the encounter-type
display. The MPTD was implemented by using a linear slider,
an object attached to the slider, and a laser distance sensor
for measuring finger movements. When the user touches an
object on the slider, the MPTD can change the position of
the object according to the finger movements measured with
the distance sensor and thereby present tactile geometric
information. The MPTD can present not only realistically
rigid edges but also continuous surfaces, which are difficult
for prior tactile displays. In addition, this technique can
easily be extended to a two-dimensional shape by moving the
object along two orthogonal axes (see Figure 2 and video on
the website [3]).

In the MPTD presentation, it has been demonstrated
that perceived length is changed by moving the object on
the slider during finger movements [1–3]. However, the
relationship between the effect of the MPTD and roughness
of the object remains unclear. In this work, we tested the
gene-rality and effectiveness of the MPTD by conducting
psychophysical experiments to determine (i) whether the
perceived length changes with the roughness of the object

Figure 2: Principle for presenting smooth two-dimensional shapes
in the MPTD presentation. The touched object is moved on the two
orthogonal axes according to the finger movements.

and (ii) whether perceived roughness changes when the
length is modulated by the MPTD.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Participants. Six people (one male author, three naı̈ve
males, and two naı̈ve females, who were all right handed
and in their twenties) participated in all experiments. The
participants, excluding the author, were volunteers unaware
of the purpose of the experiments. They had no known
abnormalities of their tactile sensory systems. Informed
consent was obtained from the naı̈ve participants before
the experiment started. Recruitment of the participants and
experimental procedures were conducted in accordance with
the Declaration of Helsinki.
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2.2. Apparatus. The participant traced an object placed
on a linear slider (KBA-10E-ST-M20N-20A, CKD Inc.),
whose motor had been replaced with a high-response motor
(MSMD041S1A, Panasonic Inc.). The finger position of the
participant was measured with a laser range finder (LK-500,
KEYENCE Corp.), and its information was sent to a PC.
The data were collected with the PC using an AD board
(PCI-3523A, Interface Corp.), and the finger velocity was
calculated. The liner slider was driven by a DA board (PCI-
3523A, Interface Corp.) of the PC at a 1-kHz cycle.

2.3. Stimuli. Past tactile experiments used a variety of rough-
ness samples, such as abrasive surfaces (e.g., [16, 17]), one-
dimensional gratings (e.g., [18, 19]), and two-dimensional
dot patterns (e.g., [20, 21]). However, the randomness of
the roughness parameters makes it difficult to quantitatively
evaluate the experimental results. Our solution is to use
original plastic samples. As illustrated in Figure 3(a), we
wrapped nylon string around a flawless round bar and
made a casting mold of the string-wrapped bar with silicon.
Figure 3(b) is an example of the casting molds. Using
the casting mold, we made a roughness sample of a one-
dimensional grating with casting resin. A photograph of
the roughness sample and its cross-section are shown in
Figure 4(a) and 4(b), respectively. In our experiments, the
roughness is expressed by the diameter of the nylon string
(e.g., 1.0-mm diameter (mm-d)). A smooth surface (0 mm-
d) was made from the mold of a bare round bar. The length
of roughness surface was adjusted by covering flanking areas
with masking tapes.

2.4. Length and Roughness Configuration. The velocity of the
object on the linear slider Vo, the expected length Le, the
expected roughness Re expressed in mm-d, and their ratio
to the original ones X are calculated by

Vo = αVf (α < 1), (1)

Le =
Vf

Vf −Vo
× L, (2)

Re =
Vf

Vf −Vo
× R, (3)

X = 1
(1− α)

, (4)

where Vf is the velocity of the finger movement, α is the
ratio of object’s velocity to finger’s velocity, and L and R
are the original length and roughness of the touched object,
respectively. If the object does not move, that is, α = 0, the
veridical length and roughness can be perceived (X = 1.0). If
the object moves in the same direction as the finger at half
the speed of the finger movement, that is, α = 0.5, since
the number of bumps on the object is constant, twice the
original length and roughness can be perceived (X = 2.0). If
the object moves at the same speed in the opposite direction,
that is, α = −1.0, half of the original length and roughness
can be perceived (X = 0.5).

3. Perceived Lengths with Varied Roughness

3.1. Procedure. A participant sat in front of the linear slider.
A standard length sample (length of 40 mm, and roughness
of 0.00, 0.14, 0.40, or 1.00 mm-d) was put on the forward
side of the linear slider. A test length sample (32 samples,
length of 16- to 90-mm-length at 2-mm interval, and the
same roughness as the standard sample) was put on the
interior side of the linear slider. First, the participant traced
the test length sample from the left starting position to
the right end position once as in Figure 5(a). At this time,
the linear slider did not move. Then, the participant traced
the standard length sample from the left starting position
to the right end position once as in Figure 5(b). At this
time, the linear slider moved at a relative velocity rate
α defined in (1). Then, the participant verbally indicated
which of length samples he/she perceived to be longer by
an alternative forced choice task (2AFC). Next, another test
length sample was set up based on the answer. We selected the
test length sample using the simple up-and-down method.
For example, a test sample reported as longer was replaced
with one whose length was 2 mm shorter. Then, the shorter
test sample was presented until the participant reported that
it was shorter. This procedure was repeated until the answer
changed three times. We regarded the length of the last test
sample as the point of subjective equality (PSE) of perceived
length. We selected five velocity ratios (α = −0.67, −0.25,
0.00, 0.20, and 0.50) of the linear slider at random. The
expected values of perceived length calculated from (2), their
differences from the original lengths, and their ratios to the
original ones calculated from (4) for the five velocity ratios
are shown in Table 1. The participant tried the simple up-
and-down method four times at each velocity ratio (total
of 20 times). In addition, we conducted experiments with
four roughness conditions (0.00, 0.14, 0.40, and 1.00 mm-
d).

To eliminate any distraction caused by sound noise
(motor noise and tracing sounds), the participants wore both
earplugs (ear putty, KOKEN) and ear muffs (Leightning L3,
Bilsom). Participants’ eyes were always closed. The partici-
pants practiced before the experiment to attain a constant
finger movement velocity of 30 mm/sec and constant finger
pressure of 50 g. In order to keep the regular speed of
the finger movement, they moved their finger according to
metronome (120 beats per minute). When the participants
were aware of a failure in the finger movement, they were
asked to report it, and the trial was performed again.

3.2. Results. The experimental results for the four roughness
conditions (0.00, 0.14, 0.40, and 1.00 mm-d) are shown in
Figure 6. The horizontal axis represents the velocity ratio
of the liner slider α and the vertical axis represents the
differences of the PSE of perceived length from the original
length. Averages of perceived lengths across all participants
and their standard errors are shown. Dotted lines show
theoretical values calculated from (2).

The results for the four roughness conditions showed si-
milar tendencies. In order to evaluate the statistical difference
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Figure 3: (a) Illustrations showing how a roughness sample is made. (b) Photograph of casting mold.

(a)

0.2 mm
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Figure 4: (a) Photograph of roughness sample. (b) Photograph of cross-sectional surface of the roughness sample (0.20 mm-d). This sample
was cut with a band saw.
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Figure 5: Experimental procedures. (a) The participant traced the test length sample while the linear slider was static. (b) The participant
traced the standard length sample while the linear slider was moved at a relative velocity rate α.
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Table 1: Theoretically expected length Le (mm), difference of Le
from original length (40 mm), and its ratio X to original according
to velocity ratio α.

Velocity ratio α −0.67 −0.25 0.00 0.20 0.50

Expected length Le (mm) 24 32 40 50 80

Difference of Le from
original length (mm)

−16 −8 0 +10 +40

Ratio to original X 0.60 0.80 1.00 1.25 2.00

in the PSEs, we first performed a two-way repeated measures
ANOVA with the roughness condition and velocity ratio as
factors, and the PSE of perceived length as the dependent
variable. The statistical results showed a nonsignificant
difference between roughness conditions (F (3, 15) = 1.13,
P = 0.37) and a significant difference between velocity ratios
(F (4, 20) = 155.26, P < .01). The interaction between
them was not significant (F (12, 60) = 1.06, P = 0.41). The
post hoc multiple comparisons (Ryan’s method, significant
level = 0.05) showed significant differences between all
combinations of velocity ratios (see Remark 1 for the
statistical analyses excluding the author’s data). These results
suggest that the perceived lengths change according to the
velocity ratios and that the roughness of the traced object
does not influence the perceived length under the MPTD
presentation.

Since a significant difference was not observed in the
roughness conditions, we use all data of the four roughness
conditions without distinction for the following analyses.
When the velocity ratio was zero (the standard length sample
did not move), almost veridical length was perceived (average
39.3 mm), and the value was not significantly different from
the theoretical one (40 mm) (t (23) = 1.34, P = 0.19),
suggesting that the participants could judge the length
correctly. In order to avoid artifacts due to the presentation
order of standard and test samples, we subtracted the value
of velocity ratio α = 0.00 from those of the rest and then
made comparisons with the theoretical values. When the
object was moved during a finger movement, the magnitudes
of elongation or shrinkage fell short of the theoretical ones:
theoretical value of 79.9% for α = −0.67, 74.1% for α =
−0.25, 88.7% for α = 0.20, and 75.5% for α = 0.50. These
results indicate that the changes in perceived lengths are
associated with the velocity ratios and that the magnitudes
of elongation or shrinkage of them are slightly smaller than
the theoretical ones.

Remark 1. The statistical results remained the same even
when the author’s data were excluded. A two-way repeated
measures ANOVA showed a nonsignificant difference
between roughness conditions (F (3, 12) = 0.76, P = 0.54)
and a significant difference between velocity ratios (F (4,
16) = 113.44, P < .01). The interaction between them
was not significant (F (12, 48) = 0.97, P = 0.50). The
post hoc multiple comparisons (Ryan’s method, significant
level = 0.05) showed significant differences between all
combinations of velocity ratios.
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Figure 6: Differences in the PSEs of perceived length from the
original length in 0.00, 0.14, 0.40, and 1.00- mm-d roughness
conditions. Dotted lines show theoretical values calculated from (2).

4. Perceived Roughness under
MPTD Presentation

4.1. Procedure. In this experiment, we investigated the
roughness perception under the MPTD presentation. The
apparatuses were the same as in the previous experiment.
The standard roughness sample (length of 40 mm, and
roughness of 0.4 or 0.6 mm-d) was put on the forward side
of the linear slider. The test roughness sample (15 samples,
length of 40 mm, and roughness of 0.20- to 0.90-mm-d at a
0.05-mm-d interval) was put on the interior side of the linear
slider. First, the participant traced the test roughness sample
once. At this time, the linear slider was stationary. Then, the
participant traced the standard roughness sample once. At
this time, the linear slider moved at a relative velocity ratio
α. The participant verbally indicated which sample he/she
perceived to be rougher by 2AFC. Next, another test sample
was set on the linear slider using the same up-and-down
method as in the previous experiment. We regarded the
roughness of the last test sample as the PSE of perceived
roughness. We used the five velocity ratios (α = −0.67,
−0.25, 0.00, 0.20, and 0.50) of the linear slider at random.
The participant tried the up-and-down method four times
at each velocity ratio (total of 20 times). In addition, we
conducted experiments with two roughness conditions (0.40
and 0.60 mm-d). The theoretically expected roughness for
0.40 and 0.60 mm-d calculated from (3), and their ratios to
the original ones calculated from (4) for the five velocity
ratios are shown in Table 2.

4.2. Results. Figure 7 shows the averages of the PSEs of per-
ceived roughness across all participants and their standard
errors for the two roughness conditions (0.4 and 0.6 mm-d).
The horizontal axis represents the velocity ratio of the linear
slider α, and the vertical axis represents the PSE of perceived
roughness. Perceived roughness (solid line) and theoretically
expected values (dotted line) are plotted.
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Table 2: Theoretically expected roughness Re (mm-d) and its ratio
X to the original roughness (0.40 and 0.60 mm-d) according to
velocity ratio α

Velocity ratio α −0.67 −0.25 0.00 0.20 0.50

Expected roughness Re

(mm-d) for 0.40 mm-d
0.24 0.32 0.40 0.50 0.80

Expected roughness Re

(mm-d) for 0.60 mm-d
0.36 0.48 0.60 0.75 1.20

Ratio to original X 0.60 0.80 1.00 1.25 2.00

The same trend was observed in the two roughness
conditions that when the velocity ratio increased, the PSEs
of perceived roughness were slightly increased. In order
to evaluate the statistical difference in the PSEs, we first
performed a two-way repeated measures ANOVA with the
roughness condition and velocity ratio as factors, and the
PSE of perceived roughness as the dependent variable.
The statistical results showed significant differences between
roughness conditions (F (1, 5) = 58.93, P < .01) and
between velocity ratios (F (4, 20) = 7.02, P < .01). The
interaction between them was not significant (F (4, 20) =
0.58, P = 0.68). The post hoc multiple comparisons (Ryan’s
method, significant level = 0.05) showed that there were
significant differences between following combinations of
velocity ratios: [α = −0.67 and 0.20], [α = −0.67 and 0.50],
and [α = −0.25 and 0.50] (see Remark 2 for the statistical
analyses excluding the author’s data).

To evaluate the magnitude of the change in roughness
with the changes in velocity ratios, we subtracted the value
of velocity ratio α = 0.00 from those of the rest, and then
compared the differences with the theoretical values. When
the object was moved during a finger movement, the changes
in perceived roughness were smaller than the theoretical ones
in all velocity ratios in the two roughness conditions. The
proportions to the theoretical ones were 41.5% for α =
−0.67, 38.2% for α = −0.25, 15.3% for α = 0.20, and 17.0%
for α = 0.50 in 0.4 mm-d roughness condition, and 26.8%
for α = −0.67, 26.0% for α = −0.25, 42.1% for α = 0.20,
and 11.2% for α = 0.50 in 0.6 mm-d roughness condition.
These results suggest that, although the perceived roughness
could be changed according to the changes in velocity ratios,
the changes were much smaller than those expected by theory
(less than half in all velocity ratios).

Remark 2. When the author’s data were excluded, we found
less effect of the velocity ratios on the perceived roughness
than when the data were included. A two-way repeated
measures ANOVA showed significant differences between
roughness conditions (F (1, 4) = 40.44, P < .01) and between
velocity ratios (F (4, 16) = 4.57, P < .05). The interaction
between them was not significant (F (4, 16) = 0.59, P =
0.67). The post hoc multiple comparisons (Ryan’s method,
significant level = 0.05) showed that there was a significant
difference only between the combination of velocity ratios:
[α = −0.67 and 0.50].
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Figure 7: PSEs of perceived roughness in 0.40 and 0.60-mm-d
roughness conditions. The theoretical values calculated from (3)
are plotted with dotted lines. The significant differences between
velocity ratios are also shown (∗P < .05).

5. Discussion

5.1. Principle Findings. In the current paper, two psy-
chophysical experiments were performed under the MPTD
presentation. The first experiment examined length percep-
tion with varied roughness of touch objects, and the results
demonstrated that the perceived length could be changed
systematically according to the velocity ratios of object’s
movement and that this trend was observed regardless of the
roughness of the touched object. This means that the MPTD
can effectively work regardless of presented texture. The
second experiment examined roughness perception when
the perceived length was changed, and the result indicated
that, although the perceived roughness was modulated by the
movements of the touched object, the changes in perceived
roughness were much smaller than theoretically expected
values. This suggests that the texture of touched object might
be modulated but not dramatically changed when the MPTD
is used for presenting geometric information.

5.2. Perceptions of Length and Roughness under MPTD. Since
our experiments were performed without visual guidance,
only the proprioceptive signal of the finger movement and
the cutaneous signal on the fingertip were available for
perceiving the information about touched object. In the first
experiment, the systematic increase/decrease of perceived
length was observed regardless of a variety of relative
movements between the skin on the fingertip and object,
which were caused by the movements of the finger and
touched object. In addition, the perceived length of the
touched object was comparable to the travel distance of
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the finger even when the physical roughness of the object
was changed. These results suggest that the proprioceptive
signals of finger locations at the initiation and end of
finger movement are dominant determinants for judging the
length of an object in our experimental condition, where the
direction and velocity of the finger movement were constant.
Considering that the perceived length could be changed
depending on the direction [22] and velocity [23, 24] of the
finger movement, their roles under the MPTD presentation
would be an issue awaiting further investigation.

The results of second experiment indicated that the
difference in the relative velocity between the skin and object
had little influence on the perceived roughness. This trend
agrees with the previous findings with active exploration
of one-dimensional gratings [18], two-dimensional raised-
dot patterns of truncated cones [25] and textured material
surfaces [26], and with passive touch of two-dimensional
raised-dot patterns [27]. In our experiment, the participant
could not perceive the roughness before or after the finger
movement, since the flanking areas of the roughness surface
were covered with masking tapes, suggesting that the rough-
ness was not judged when the finger was static. Meanwhile
how the participant judged the roughness during the finger
movement was not clear. The participant could judge the
roughness during any period of the finger movement. It is
also known that the sensitivity could be somehow degraded
during a finger movement [28]. How the surface roughness
is perceived under the MPTD remains for a future study.

The computational mechanisms of the interplay between
proprioceptive and cutaneous sensory signals are currently
attracting attention in scientific studies of touch (e.g., studies
on temporal processing [29, 30], motion processing [31, 32],
thermal processing [33], and time course of the interplay
[34]), and the MPTD might be an interesting display system
for psychophysically investigating mechanisms underlying
these sensory processing.

5.3. Future Prospect of MPTD. As mentioned in the introduc-
tion, the MPTD can easily be extended to a two-dimensional
shape display by moving the object along two orthogonal
axes. In addition to this tactile function, a visual image
presentation function can be integrated (see also video on the
website [3]). For example, as shown in Figure 8, when a piece
of transparent material is placed on a transparent screen and
the image is projected from the back of the screen, the edge
of the tactile object on the screen can align with the edge of
the visual image. When the user moves his/her finger on the
static visual image, the transparent tactile material is moved
synchronously according to the shape of the visual image.
Then, the visual and tactile edges of the object can overlap.

6. Conclusion

To clarify the effectiveness of the MPTD with objects
of different roughness, we conducted two psychophysical
experiments. In the first experiment, we examined the
relationship between physical roughness of the object and its
perceived length and found that the roughness of the touched

Screen
Finger movement

Object movement

Projector

Transparent material

Before finger 
movement

After finger 
movement

Figure 8: Principle for achieving a visual-tactile function with the
MPTD.

object does not influence perceived length. In the second
experiment, we examined perceived roughness when the
length is presented by the MPTD and found that the MPTD
influences the perception of the object’s roughness, but
the changes in perceived roughness are much smaller than
those theoretically expected. From these experiments, we can
conclude that the MPTD can present geometric information
for a wide range of object, and that, when the MPTD is used,
the information can be presented without a drastic distortion
of its roughness.
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